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Abstract 
In this paper, we construct many shape fibrations having curious properties. These 
examples show that many theorems in shape fibrations between metric compacta do not 
generalize to shape fibrations between arbitrary spaces. Besides these examples show that 
closedness of a shape fibration is an indispensable additional condition. 
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1. Introduction 
The notion of a fibration is defined by the homotopy lifting property (HLP). In 
1977, Coram and Duvall [3] introduced the approximate homotopy lifting property 
(AHLP) and defined approximate fibrations between compact metric absolute 
neighborhood retracts (ANRs). HLP and AHLP are not very useful1 when the 
spaces have bad local properties. These notions were extended to the notion of a 
shape fibration and of an n-shape fibration between metric compact spaces by 
MardeSiC and Rushing [ll] and to shape fibrations between arbitrary spaces by 
MardeSiC [9]. 
Let I denote the unit interval space. Let f : E + B be a map between metric 
compacta and let Fb =f-‘(b) be the fiber of f over a point b E B. It is a 
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well-known property of fibrations f that whenever there is a path in B from 6, to 
b,, then the fibers Fb, and Fb, have the same homotopy type. This fact was 
generalized to a shape fibration between metric compacta by MardeSiC and 
Rushing [ll]: If f is a shape fibration and there is a path in B from b, to b,, then 
the fibers Ft,, and Ft,, have the same shape type. Note that if spaces X and Y 
have the same homotopy type, then they have the same shape type. 
Similarly, many topologists have shown that shape fibrations between metric 
compacta have several shape-theoretic properties analogous to the corresponding 
homotopy-theoretic properties of fibrations (see (A)-(D) in Section 5, [2,8,13]). 
In this paper, we prove Theorem 1.1 (see below) and then use it to construct 
many shape fibrations with curious properties. These examples show that many 
theorems in shape fibrations between metric compacta do not generalize to shape 
fibrations between arbitrary spaces. Besides these examples show that closedness 
of a shape fibration is an indispensable additional condition. 
Theorem 1.1. Let X, Y and Z be metric compact spaces. Then there exist a shape 
fibration f : E + B and a path u : I + B satisfying the following conditions: 
(i) sh(f-‘(a(O))) = sh(X), sh(f-‘(a(l))) = sh(Y) and sh(f-l(b)) = sh(Q), for 
any b E B - {a(O), (+(l)]. Here Q denotes the Hilbert cube. 
(ii) sh(E) = sh(B) = sh(Z). 
(iii> f induces a shape isomolphism and any fiber off is P-embedded (see [ 1,131) in 
E. 
(iv) B is compact, each fiber off is compact, but E is not compact. 
2. Preliminary results 
MardeSiC [lo] introduced the notion of a resolution of spaces and maps. He also 
introduced the notion of approximate homotopy lifting property (AHLP) for 
resolutions of maps. In [14,1], the author introduced the notion of an approximate 
resolution of spaces and maps. He also introduced the notion of approximate 
lifting property (ALP) for approximate system maps (see [14,IVl). We will need 
some of the properties of ALP. We use terminology and notation as in MardeSiE 
and Segal [13] and Watanabe [141 without specific quotes. 
Let _%? be a class of spaces and 3 x (I, 0) = {(XX I, XX {O}): XE~). Let 
(227, %) and (y’, 7) be approximate inverse systems and let f : (2, W -+ (y, 7) 
be an approximate system map. We say that f has the approximate homotopy 
lifting property, in notation AHLP, with respect to 5$? provided f has ALP with 
respect to XX (I, 0). 
Let f:X+Y be a map, let p:X + &? and q : Y + y be resolutions and let 
f : 2 +JY be a resolution of f with respect to p and q. We say that (f, p, q) has 
the approximate homotopy lifting property, in notation AHLP, with respect to 5F 
provided it has ALP with respect to 55? X (I, 0). 
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Let TOP denote the category of all spaces and all (continuous) maps. Let TOP” 
be the full subcategory of TOP consisting of all spaces with covering dimension 
< n. Let AP be the full subcategory of TOP consisting of all approximate polyhe- 
dra (API. 
Since AHLP is a special case of ALP, by (l.l)-(1.6) of [14,IV], we have (1.7) of 
[14,IV] for AHLP, i.e., 
Lemma 2.1. Let 3? be a class of spaces. Then the following statements are 
equivalent: 
(i) Any/some approximate AP-resolution off has AHLP with respect to 3. 
(ii) Any/some A&resolution off has AHLP with respect to 3?. 
In view of Lemma 2.1, we say that a map f: X-t Y has the approximate 
homotopy lifting property, in notation AHLP, with respect to 3 provided it 
satisfies one of the conditions of Lemma 2.1. 
We say that a map f : X+ Y is a shape fibration provided it has AHLP with 
respect to TOP. For an integer n z 0, we say that f is an n-shape fibration 
provided it has AHLP with respect to TOP”. MardeSiC and Rushing [ll] and 
MardeSiC [lo] adopted condition (ii) of Lemma 2.1 as their definition of shape 
fibrations and n-shape fibrations. By Lemma 2.1, our definition of shape fibrations 
and n-shape fibrations are equivalent to the original definition. 
As corollaries of (1.8) and (1.10) of [14,IV], we have 
Lemma 2.2. (i> Any homeomolphism is a shape fibration. 
(ii> If f : X + Y and g : Y + Z are shape fibrations, then h = fg : X + Z is a shape 
fibration. 
As a corollary of (2.7) of [14,IV], we have 
Lemma 2.3. Let X0 and Y0 be P-embedded in X and Y, respectively. Let f : X + Y be 
a closed map, f(X,> c Y,, Y a normal space and f-l@,) =x0. Zf f is a shape 
fibration, then so is f0 : X0 + YO. Here f,, is induced by f. 
As a corollary of (2.9) of [14,IV], we have 
Lemma 2.4. Let all f, : X, + Y,, c E C, be maps between compact spaces. Then 
f = rI{f,: c E C}: x= nix,: c E C} + Y = FI(Y,: c E C) is a shape fibration if and 
only if all f, are shape fibrations. 
Remark 2.5. All results in this paper also hold for n-shape fibrations, but we do 
not state them, explicitly. 
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3. Preparatory lemmas 
As a special case of Lemma 2.1. we have 
Lemma 3.1. Let f : X + Y be a map between approximate polyhedra. Then f is a 
shape fibration if and only if it satisfies the following condition: 
(AHLP), For any Z(E Cov(X) and 2% Cov(Y) there exists a 7’ E Cov(Y) with 
the following property: for any space K and maps h : K + X, H : K X I + Y with 
(fi,H,) < V’, there exists a map fl: K X I -+Xsuch that (h, fl,,) < Z and (H, fp) 
<V-. 
Lemma 3.2. If X and Y are compact approximate polyhedra, then the natural 
projection p : X x Y + X is a shape fibration. 
Proof. Since X and Y are approximate polyhedra, so is XX Y, by (2.3) of [14,111]. 
By Lemma 3.1, we need to verify condition (AHLP),. Take any Z/E Cov(Xx Y) 
and 7~ Cov(X>. Since X and Y are compact, there exist a %!’ E Cov(Y) and a 
7’ E Cov(X) such that 
(1) y’ x %!’ = IV’ x U’: I/’ E 7’ and U’ E %‘} < ?.!. 
We claim that V’ = YA 7’ = {vn I/‘: VE 7 and I/’ E 7’) E Cov(X) has the 
required property. Take any space K and maps h : K + X X Y, H : K X I + X such 
that 
(2) (H,, ph) < F-“. 
Let q : XX Y + Y be the projection. Define H: K X Z-+X X Y by H(x, t) = 
(H(x, t), qh(x)), for (x, t) E K X I. By (1) and (21, pp = H and (r?,, h) < 77” X 52’ 
< Zl. Hence, p satisfies (AHLP),. 0 
Let f, g : X + Y be maps. f = g denotes that f is homotopic to g. [f ] denotes 
the homotopy class of f. 
Lemma 3.3. Let X and Y be compact spaces. If X has trivial shape, then the natural 
projection q : X X Y + Y induces a shape isomorphism. 
Proof. Take inverse systems 2 = {X,, paal, A} and y= (Y,, @,),I, B] Of finite 
polyhedra with inverse limits X and Y, respectively. Let p = {p,: a EA} : X + 5? 
and q = {qb: b E B} : Y +y be inverse limits. Then p X q = ipa X qb: (a, b) GA X 
B):XxY+%xx={X,xY,,p,, x qbb,, A x B} is an inverse limit of an inverse 
system 2x9 of polyhedra. 
We define a system map f = {f, fb: b E B) : Z? X y+ y as follows: Take any 
a,, EA and define f: B +A X B by f(b) = (a,, b), for each b E B. Let fb : Xa, X 
Y, + Y, be the projection, for b E B. Since fb(pa, X qb) = 464, for b E B, f is a 
resolution of q with respect to p X q and q. 
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By Theorem 9 of [13, p. 651, HP = I[p,l: a EA}:X-+Z-Z%‘={X,, [p,,,l, Al and 
H(p x q) = ([p, x qJ: (a, b) =A xB): xx Y+ H(zxx) = Lx, Xl-b, [P,,c x 
qbb,], A x B} are HPOL-expansions of X and XX Y. Clearly q induces a mor- 
phism ZZf= {f, [ fb], B) : H(S? X y’> + Hy of pro-HPOL. 
We show that Hf induces an isomorphism in pro-HPOL. Take an admissible 
pair ((a, b), b,) E (A x B) x B of f, i.e., (a, b) >;f(b,) = (a,, b,). Since X has 
trivial shape, there exist an a, > a and a constant map c : Xa, +X, such that 
(1) c =Pala. 
Let c<XJ = {xi}. Define a map r : Yb -tX, X Yb by r(y) = (x1, Y>, for Y E Yb. 
Clearly, 
(2) fb(p)a,,a x %,b)r = qblb. 
Since u,~u~u, and bab,, ((a,, b), b) is an admissible pair for f and 
&.z~, b), b) > ((~2, b), b,). BY (l), $bba,ao x qbb) = c x qbb ‘Pa,, x qbb? i-e., 
c3) tib(&,a, x qbb) -Pala x qbb. 
By Morita’s diagonal lemma (see [13, p. 112]), (2) and (3) imply that Hf induces an 
isomorphism in pro-HPOL. Hence, q induces a shape isomorphism. 0 
Lemma 3.4. Zf X0 is P-embedded in X and x0 = X, then the inclusion map j : X0 --f X 
induces a shape isomorphism. 
Proof. Since X0 is P-embedded in X, {%! 1 X,: Y/E Cov(X)) is cofinal in Cov(X). 
Here YY I X0 = {U nX,: U E %!I. Since X0 is dense, N(z) = N(Y/ 1 X,,) for %E 
Cov(X). Here N(g) is the nerve of 2. Using the Tech systems of X and X,, and 
the above facts, it is easy to show that j induces a shape isomorphism. 0 
4. A general construction 
Let w1 be the first uncountable ordinal. We define W and W* as follows: W{a: 
(T is an ordinal and u < wi} and W* = WU {wl). Let R+= {r: r is a real number 
and r & 0). W* and R+ are endowed with the usual orders. By > we denote the 
lexicographic order in W* x R+. It induces the ordered topology in W” X R+. The 
long line L = W x Rf and the extended long line L* = L U {(w,, 0)) are subspaces 
of W* x R+. It is well known that L and L* have the following properties (see [4, 
pp. 72-76, p. 2621): 
(Ll) For any countable subset K of L there exists a p E L such that q 6p, for 
all q E K. 
(L2) For any map f : L + R there exists a p E L such that f< p) = f(q), for all 
q &p. Here R denotes the l-dimensional Euclidian space. 
(L3) For any p EL with p # (0, 01, the subspace {q EL: q up} is homeomor- 
phic to the unit interval Z = [0, 11. L is path connected, but L* is not. 
(L4) L is locally connected and L* is the one-point compactification of L. 
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Lemma 4.1. L* is an approximate polyhedron of trivial shape. 
Proof. We first show that L* is an approximate polyhedron. Take any % E Cov( L* 1. 
There exist a U E %! and a p E L such that p z (0, 0) and U(p) = (q EL*: 
q >p} c U. We define a map r : L* + L(p) = {q EL*: q <p) as follows: r(y) = y, 
for y E L(p) and r(y) =p, for y E U(p). Let j: L(p) + L* be the inclusion map. 
By the choice of p, (jr, lL*) < g. Since L(p) is homeomorphic to I, by (L3), this 
means that it is an approximate polyhedron. 
Put Cov*(L*) = {DYE Cov(L*): N(‘2Y) is homeomorphic to Z}. Since Cov*(L*) 
is cofinal in Cov(L*), by (L3), L* has trivial shape. 0 
For the next lemma we need the notions of C-embeddedness and P-embedded- 
ness. Al6 and Shapiro [l] is a good reference for these notions. 
Lemma 4.2. Let M be a compact metric space and M, a subspace of M. Let 
L(M, M,) = L x M U ((w,, 0)) x M,, be a subspace of L* X M. Then the following 
hold: 
(i) L( M, M,) is C-embedded in L* X M. 
(ii) L(M, M,) is P-embedded in L” X M. 
(iii) Zf F, is closed in M and F, c M,,, then F = {(w,, ON X F, is P-embedded in 
L(M, M,). 
Proof. (i) Take any continuous map f : L(M, M,) + R. Since M is a compact 
metric space, it is separable. Choose a countable dense subset S = Is,: i = 1, 2,. . .I 
of M. Let Mi = L(M, M,,) n (L* x {sJ) and fi = f I Mi : Mi -+ R, for each i. Since 
Mi = L* x Isi}, for si EMU and M, = L x {sJ, for si EM,, by (L2), for each i there 
is a ti EL such that 
(1) fi(t) = fi(ti>, for ti =z t EL. 
By (Ll), there is a t, EL such that 
(2) t, a ti, for each i. 
We will show that, for any m EM, 
(3) f(t,, m) = f(t, m>, for any t a to. 
Take any m EM and t a t,. Assume that f(to, m> Z f(t, m>. Then there are 
neighborhoods U, of t,, U, of t and I/ of m such that 
(4) f(U, x V> n f(U, x VI = @. 
Since S is dense in M, there is an sj E I/. Since to E U, and t E U,, by (4), 
(5) fcto7 sj) + f(t> sj)e 
However, by (1) and (2), f(t,, sj) = f(t, sj). This contradicts (5). Hence, we have 
(3). 
By (1) for any si E M,, 
(6) f(si, t) =f(si, t,>, for t, =G t EL*. 
By (3), we can define f * : L* xM+ R by f *(m, t) = f(m, t>, for (m, t) E 
L(M, M,,) and f*( m, t) = f(m, to), for (m, t) EL* X M - L(M, M,). BY (3) and 
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(6), it is easy to see that f* is continuous. Since f* is an extension of f, 
L(M, MO) is C-embedded in L* X M. 
(ii) follows from (i) and 15.16 of Al6 and Shapiro [ll. 
(iii) Since F is a closed subset of the compact space L* X M, by 15.11 and 15.7 
of [l], F is P-embedded in L* x M. Hence, F is P-embedded in L(M, MO). 0 
Let K and A4 be compact metric spaces. Let p : L* X M X K -+ L* X K, q : L* X 
MxK+MxK, r:MxK-+K and r’:L*XK+K be the projections. Let TO 
be a subspace of A4 x K. Let j: L(M X K, TO) + L* X M X K be the inclusion 
map. Let p(MxK,TO) =pj: L(M x K, TO) + L* X K and qCMxK,TO) = qj : L(M X 
K, T,)+MxK. 
Theorem 4.3. Let TO be a subspace of a compact metric space M X K. Then the 
following hold: 
(9 4 cMxK Tuj induces a shape isomotphism. 
(ii) If M is an approximate polyhedron, then pCMxK,To) is a shape fibration. 
(iii) If M has trivial shape, then pCMxK,TO) induces a shape isomorphism and 
sh(L(M x K, TO)) = sh(L* x K) = sh(K). 
Proof. (i) By Lemmas 3.3 and 4.1, q induces a shape isomorphism. By Lemmas 3.4 
and 4.2, j induces a shape isomorphism. Hence qCMXK,TO) = qj induces a shape 
isomorphism. 
(ii) By Lemma 4.1, L* is an approximate polyhedron. Therefore, by the 
assumption and Lemma 3.2, the projection rr” : L* x M + L* is a shape fibration. 
By Lemma 2.2, 1, : K + K is a shape fibration. Hence, by Lemma 2.4, p = T? X 1, 
is a shape fibration. Since L(M X K, TO) is P-embedded in L* X M X K, by 
Lemma 2.3, p(MxK,TO) =pj is also a shape fibration. 
(iii) By the assumptions and Lemma 3.3, p induces a shape isomorphism. By the 
proof of (i), j also induces a shape isomorphism. Consequently, pCMxK,TO) =pj 
induces a shape isomorphism and sh(L(M X K, TO)) = sh(L* X K) = sh(K). 0 
Corollary 4.4. Let X, Y and Z # fl be compact metric spaces. Then there are a shape 
fibration f : E + B and an arc J in B satisfying the following conditions: 
(9 f-‘(bo) andf-l(b,) are homeomorghic to Xand Y, respectively. Here b, and 
b, are the endpoints of J. 
(ii) f-‘(b) is homeomorphic to Q, for each b E B - {b,, b,}. 
(iii) sh(E) = sh(B) = sh(Z). 
(iv) f induces a shape isomorphism. 
(v) Any fiber off is P-embedded in E. 
Proof. Since X and Y are compact metric spaces, we may assume that X and Y 
are subspaces of the Hilbert cube Q. We take a z0 E Z and put TO = (XX (01 x 
{z,}) U (Y X (11 X (z,}) U (Q X (I X Z - {O, 11 X {z,))) c Q X (I X Z). By applying 
Theorem 4.3 to M = Q, K = I X Z and TO = TO, one concludes that f = 
pexClxz),TO) : E = L(Q X (IX Z),T,) + B = L* X (IX Z) is a shape fibration satis- 
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lying (iii) and (iv). Clearly J = {(oi, O)} x Z x {z,J is an arc in B. Moreover, by the 
construction of T, we have the conditions (i)-(ii). By (i)-(iii) and Lemma 4.2 we 
have (v). q 
Corollary 4.5. Let X, Y and Z # fl be compact metric spaces. Then there are a shape 
fibration f : E + B and an arc J in B satisfying the following conditions: 
(9 f-‘(b,,) andf-‘(b,) are homeomorphic to X and Y, respectively. Here b, and 
b, are the endpoints of J. 
(ii) f-‘(b) is homeomorphic to Q, for each b E B - J. 
(iii) sh(E) = sh(B) = sh(Z). 
(iv) f induces a shape isomorphism. 
(v) Any fiber off is P-embedded in E. 
(vi) f(E) = (B -J> U (b,, b,}. 
Proof. Let z0 EZ, J= {(w,, O)} X Z X {zo} and T, = (XX (01 X {zo}> U (Y X (11 X 
(2,)) u (Q x (I x Z - Z x (z,})) c Q x (I X Z). Arguing as in Corollary 4.4 we have 
Corollary 4.5. 0 
Proof of Theorem 1.1. By Corollary 4.4 we have a shape fibration f : E + B 
satisfying (i)-(v) in Corollary 4.4. Clearly, the arc J induces a path u : Z + J c B 
such that ~(0) and a(1) are the endpoints of J. Conditions (i)-(v) in Corollary 4.4 
imply conditions (i)-(iv) in Theorem 1.1. 0 
Remark 4.6. The shape fibrations in Corollary 4.4 and Theorem 1.1 are surjective, 
but the shape fibration in Corollary 4.5 is not. Note that these shape fibrations are 
not closed maps. 
5. Examples 
By using Theorem 1.1 and Corollary 4.5, we obtain many shape fibrations with 
curious properties. 
Many topologists have shown that shape fibrations between metric compacta 
have several shape-theoretic properties analogous to the corresponding 
homotopy-theoretic properties of fibrations. We list some of them: Let f : X + Y 
be a shape fibration between metric compact spaces. 
(A) If y,, and y, belong to the same path component of Y, then fel(yo) and 
f-‘(yl> have the same shape (see 1111). 
(B) Let (Y be one of the following properties: (a) connectedness, (b) trivial 
shape, (c) shape dimension G n, (d) n-shape connectedness, (e) movability, (f) 
k-movability and (g) ANSR. If Y is connected and some fiber of f has property (Y, 
then so does every fiber (see [S]). 
(C) f is onto (see [6]). 
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Theorem 5.1. In general, i.e., without assuming metric compactness, the above 
properties (A), (B) and (0 do not hold. 
Using Lemma 5.2 and choosing suitable compact metric spaces X and Y, we 
can easily produce counterexamples, which establish Theorem 5.1. 
Lemma 5.2. Let o be a topological property. Let X and Y be compact metric spaces 
such that X has property LY but Y does not. Then there are a shape fibration f : E -+ B 
and a path u : I + B such that 
(9 f-‘(a(O)> has property CY, but f-‘(a(1)) does not, 
(ii> E and B have trivial shape, 
(iii) f is not surjective. 
Lemma 5.2 follows from Corollary 4.5. 
Mardegic and Rushing [ll] and Haxhibeqiri [5] showed the following: 
(D)Let f:X-tY b e a closed map from a space X to a normal space Y. Let 
x0 EX and y, = f(x,) and F = f-‘(yJ be P-embedded in X. If f is a shape 
fibration, then the sequence of pro-homotopy groups 
. . . 2 pro-rrE( F, x0) i, pro-‘TT,( X, x0) f, pro-7rJ Y, yO) 
&pro-rn_,(F, x0) I* * * * (*I 
is exact. 
Theorem 5.3. If one omits the assumption that f is closed, (D) does not hold. 
Proof. Take any integer n > 0. Let S” be an n-dimensional sphere. By Corollary 
4.4, there is a shape fibration f : X+ Y such that 
(1) X and Y are of trivial shape, 
(2) F=f-‘(y,) ’ h IS omeomorphic to S”, for some y, E Y, 
(3) each fiber of f is P-embedded in X, 
(4) Y is compact. 
Take any x0 E F. By (11, 
(5) pro-rrj(X, x0> = 0 and pro-rj(Y, yO> = 0, for any j > 0. 
Assume that (*) in (D) is exact. Then by (5), 
(6) pro-rj(F, x0> = 0, for any j > 0. 
However, by (3), pro-rr,(F, x,) = pro-rrJS”, x0> = Z. This contradicts (6). Hence, 
(*> in (D) is not exact. Clearly, f is not closed. 0 
Remark 5.4. We construct many shape fibrations whose fibers have different shape 
types. Keesling and MardeGE [7] constructed the first such example (for a shape 
fibration between metric compacta). By (A), such fibers Fb, Fb, in [7] do not belong 
to path connected points, b, b’. 
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Summarizing, we can say that many theorems on shape fibrations between 
metric compacta do not extend to arbitrary spaces, and that closedness of a shape 
fibration is an indispensable additional condition. 
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